
Security Awareness
Strategy

Looking for an e�ective awareness strategy? A security 
awareness strategy lets you implement your security e�ectively. 

Our awareness strategies are designed to reach your goals.

• 
• 
•  

Planning and implementation of an awareness strategy
Definition of the right behaviour, integration into the awareness strategy
Secure behaviour becomes part of the corporate culture



Even if a robust technical approach is a critical part of the whole system, it would be useless alone. If you 
do not ensure that it is accompanied by an equally strong information security ABC (Awareness, 
Behaviour, Corporate Culture) among all your employees, then your money is wasted.
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Our awareness strategies are designed to reach your goals. The target definition is based on 
measurement results, as for example, those realised with our TWISK® solution.

The security awareness strategy is monitored and controlled. Follow-up evaluation can easily be 
integrated in the process, to confirm the improvement. 

Various tools that can be tailored specifically to your needs allow you to implement a targeted and 
versatile security awareness strategy.

An awareness strategy leads to increased awareness and increased understanding along your 
employees. This makes them better able to identify risks and know how to behave securely and in 
accordance with the security requirements.

Awareness Strategy Customised to Your Business

By recognizing the fundamental factors that a�ect your organization, we develop and implement a 
strategy with you in order to increase awareness in your organization. We make it relevant, interesting 
and even humorous - but above all we do it e�ectively.

We define the correct behaviour with you and integrate it in the security awareness strategy. Monitoring, 
repeated inspections and surveys are means by which we work, so that the security awareness of your 
employees also influences behaviour correctly.

Assimilation of the right security awareness and behaviour into the corporate culture means that 
information security becomes a part of “how we do it here”. Since no two corporate cultures are the same, 
our experience is the key to making this happen for each individual customer.

Starting with your situation, the requirements and targets for e�ective implementation, which we define 
together, TreeSolution can work with you on the following strategic issues:

An Awareness Strategy Lets You Implement
Your Security E�ectively



Management Process
TreeSolution works closely with you to plan, introduce, monitor and further 
develop the future information security for your organization. Security 
culture must be promoted, adapted and changed in a constant process to 
achieve a continual improvement and to be able to consider the 
continuous changes in social collaboration and in the risks of the 
information and communication technology. Hence, the management of 
security culture is a continuous improvement and adjustment process.
Our TWISK® methodology is a quality management process that enables a 
constant and continuous improvement of security awareness and 
information security culture. TWISK® has been designed according to the 
Information Security Management System (ISMS) of the ISO/IEC 27001 
standard.TWISK® Management process
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Change Management Strategy
Taking a change management approach to awareness is crucial. The 
consideration of the most important principles of change management 
will finally help ensure that the awareness goals are met. At the same 
time, it creates a sound starting point for consecutive awareness activities. 
Together with you we define an integral change management process to 
ensure that all e�orts are integrated and the change achieves real and 
ongoing benefits. 

We also train your managers, so that they continue to motivate your 
employees and maintain the right information security principles every 
day. TreeSolution therefore ensures that management participates at all 
levels in order to bring in information security that works.From awareness to secure behavior

Continuous Improvement
Evaluation of the strategy is essential to understand its e�ectiveness, as 
well as to use the data as a guide to adjust the initiative to make it even 
more successful. We define SMART (Specific, Measurable, Agreed upon, 
Realistic, Time-based) key performance indicators (KPI) with you, which 
will help you to track the progress and continuousely optimize your 
awareness activities. 
Starting with what makes most sense for your particular situation, we 
use our knowledge and expertise and select the precise tools and 
methods to make it possible for you. This is a highly e�ective solution 
that turns other “rule book” approaches on their head. Instead of trying 
to adapt client needs to a standard product and service, we tailor our 
professional o�er precisely to your requirement.Capability maturity model of security culture

Thanks to TreeSolution we have excelled our goals 
in the development of the information security culture.
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